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	When asked 'who are you?', people in different cultures tend to define themselves
	fundamentally differently in terms of what their respective culture considers to be
	most important. In cultures where one's professional and economic status is most
	important, people say 'I am an engineer', or 'a priest at St John's church', or
	whatever one's profession is. In cultures where family ties and ancestry are most
	important, people say 'I am John's son', or 'Hsiu's grandson'. Hardly anywhere
	does one answer the 'who are you?' question by asking 'in what context?'; societal
	pressures in most societies force most individuals to have largely one-dimensional
	personas.


	The all too human yearning for security and for acceptance by others often
	makes some of us internalize and accept our immediate community's prevailing
	standards and beliefs as gospel without using any of our own judgment, and
	viewing with suspicion those that dare question those beliefs. Most in pre WWII
	Germany accepted Nazism because it was the 'in' thing; similarly, most ruthless
	dictators have a considerable number of followers, and so do most quasicharismatic
	leaders of assorted oddball cults even if some of these leaders have
	mesmerized their followers into committing mass suicide - as has happened time
	and again.


	The yearning by most people to have someone else 'spoon-feed' them what is
	'right' and what is 'wrong', and to relieve them of the burden of deciding that for
	themselves, is, I believe, very strong for most people. It is no surprise, then, that the
	notion of privacy for others (as opposed to privacy for oneself) is very threatening
	to many; after all, it implies that someone else may have different views - God
	forbid - and that privacy may get in the way of the rest of the community knowing
	that!


	For related reasons, citizen privacy is certainly threatening to most any government
	because it could keep dissent from being identified and being nipped in the
	bud. Even democratically elected governments that pride themselves in their
	purported respect for citizen privacy have a catch-all exclusion such as 'except as
	lawfully authorized ...'. In short, privacy is OK as long as you believe what the
	state (or the community) believes. Stated differently, you can choose any color as
	long as it is the one that is approved.
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Web and Wireless Geographical Information Systems: 10th International SymposiumSpringer, 2011

	Continuing advances in the development of wireless and Internet technologies generate ever increasing interest in the diffusion, usage, and processing of georeferenced data of all types. Spatially-aware wireless and Internet devices also offer new ways of accessing and analyzing geo-spatial information in both realworld and virtual spaces....
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Mastering Machine Learning Algorithms: Expert techniques to implement popular machine learning algorithms and fine-tune your modelsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore and master the most important algorithms for solving complex machine learning problems.

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover high-performing machine learning algorithms and understand how they work in depth
	
			One-stop solution to mastering supervised, unsupervised, and...
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Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2005
Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides is an essential resource for any researcher, professional or student involved in optics and communications engineering. Any reader interested in designing or actively working with optical devices must have a firm grasp of the principles of lightwave propagation. Katsunari Okamoto has presented this...
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iPhone For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Play podcasts, music, videos, and photo slideshows
   Customize your iPhone, fill it with cool stuff, even use it to manage your life   

   With Apple's iPhone, you have the world virtually in your pocket. But because it does so much, there's much to know about using it! This full-color guide shows you...
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The Superhero BookVisible Ink Press, 2004

	
		Modern mythology leaps into the popular culture from the pages of comic books and now propels the astounding growth of the graphic novel. Aimed at the genesis, The Superhero Book is the ultimate A-to-Z compendium of everyone’s favorite overachievers in the pitched battle between good and evil. With 300 entries examining more...
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Guide to Neuropsychiatric TherapeuticsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Written primarily by Fellows of the American Neuropsychiatric Association, this handbook offers practical, explicit, evidence-based guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders. Concise, clinically oriented chapters cover all psychiatric and behavioral disorders associated with brain dysfunction. Each chapter...
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